Barn Cat Buddies Adoption Contract
1. CERTIFY THAT I HAVE NEVER BEEN FOUND GUILTY OF ANIMAL NEGLECT OR
CRUELTY. Initials____
2. Adopter assumes full responsibilities of this animal, for the animals’ entire
lifetime, and fully understands that Barn Cat Buddies is placing this animal for
adoption on this condition. Initials____
3. Adopter will vaccinate, license, and comply with all laws and ordinances
governing animals and their care in the municipality in which the adopter
resides. Initials____
4. Adopter will not allow the animal to run at large or become a nuisance to
neighbors or the community. Initials____
5. Adopter will not give away, sell or release the animal to an individual, a
shelter, or a rescue organization without first obtaining written approval from Barn
Cat Buddies. Barn Cat Buddies will accept the return of any animal should it
become necessary for the adopter to give the animal up. Initials____
6. Adopter hereby fully and completely releases Barn Cat Buddies, its agents,
volunteers or employees from any defects or illnesses this animal may have or
develop and from any claim, cause or action or liability for any injury or damage
to persons or property caused by the animal and to indemnify and hold Barn Cat
Buddies harmless against all claims, including but not limited to those asserted by
third persons. Initials____
7. Adopter will allow a volunteer or member of Barn Cat Buddies to visit the
animal in its home at least once. Initials____
8. Should a credible complaint about the animal’s care be received by our
organization, or a volunteer is not satisfied with the conditions under which the
animal is being kept or believes the conditions of the agreement are being
violated, Adopter will allow the animal to be removed. Adopter agrees to waive
all claims for trespass or damage. Initials___
9. Adopter understands that no refunds will be granted for any reason if an
animal is returned to Barn Cat Buddies. Initials____
Adopter 1 Signature: __________________________________ Dated: ____________
Adopter 2 Signature: ___________________________________ Date: _____________
BCB Rep Signature: ____________________________________ Date: _____________

